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Introduction

New Taipei Industrial Park, previously known as
Wugu Industrial Zone, is located in Wugu and
Xinzhuang Districts. Intersected with Airport MRT,
the appearance of this station is designed to resemble
the shape of an airplane to symbolize a free bird
soaring in the sky.

新北產業園區站
1

2

New Taipei
Industrial Park

Close to Zhonggang Main Drainage Lakeside Trail, this
station also stands near Rainbow Plaza, where
colorful rainbows can be seen shimmering through
the main drainage. This is not only a featured scenic
attraction for family trips, but also a check-in spot for

幸福站
Xingfu

love birds and married couples to take beautiful
pictures. Xingfu Station invites everyone to stop by for
a moment of happiness.
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Xinzhuang District has many temples that have been
designated official historic monuments. One of these,
Baoyuan Temple near Touqianzhuang Station, is

頭前庄站

known for its “Fire-Walking Ritual,” which has been
recognized by New Taipei City’s Cultural Affairs
Department as a key local cultural asset. This ritual is
a quintessential local folk activity.

Touqianzhuang

Located near Xinpu Minsheng Station, the New Taipei
City Arts Center houses various spatial layouts, which
include a performance hall, exhibition rooms, a city
library and Huang Guei-Li Memorial Hall, providing
an event venue for arts and culture such as related

新埔民生站
4

Xinpu
Minsheng

exhibitions, performances or teaching activities held
for neighboring elementary schools and residents.
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Accommodating Taipei Metro, High Speed Rail,
regular railway, and coach services under one roof,
Banqiao Station has New Taipei City Hall and a

板橋站
Banqiao

number of department stores nearby. Those who
want to visit Banqiao 435 Art Zone can take a bus
from this station.

Situated close to Banqiao Broadcast Studio and New
Taipei City Sports Museum, Banxin Station embraces
not only the municipal heritage and green outdoors of
Banqiao Broadcast Studio, but also the zealous and
cultural ambience from exhibitions and sports

板新站
Banxin

lessons at the sports museum. Such combination has
given the MRT station a unique character.
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Zhongyuan Station features split tracks with two split
platforms stacked horizontally at different levels,

中原站

three and five levels above ground respectively. The
parallel interchange of trains marks the one-of-a-kind
landscape of this station.

Zhongyuan

This station is located near the Farglory Left Bank
Bridge, the first cross-embankment scenic bridge at
New Taipei City. The shape of a sailboat expresses the
concept of being close to water and symbolizes the
idea to "hoist the sails and voyage to the future." Local

橋和站
Qiaohe

residents are encouraged to bike directly from the
community to the riverbank. The distance between
human and water is thus shortened.
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Zhonghe Station is close to the Huazhong Bridge of
New Taipei City. The Dinosaur Park under the bridge
features the cute version of Jurassic Park as well as 3D

中和站

painted dinosaurs on the bridge piers with special
effects so vivid that children just can’t have enough!
Not far away is the Zhonghe kiln, a witness to the
kilning history of Zhonghe.

Zhonghe

The architectural style of the famous Yuantong
Temple is pure Buddhist; it is a simulation of the Tang
Dynasty style, with a hint of Japanese flavor. Its most
distinctive feature is the statue of the Laughing

景安站
Jingan

Buddha at the temple gate, greeting visitors with a
heartfelt smile.
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As Jingping Station is situated above Provincial
Highway 64, surrounded by tall buildings and heavy

景平站
Jingping

traffic, it is built as an elevated MRT station so as to
alleviate noisy and crowded traffic in the city.

The design of this station under the Xiulang Bridge
reproduces the eight old scenes of Zhonghe: Evening
Commuter Boats at Jian-Shan, Strange Stone on Bihu
Mountain, Bell Chimes of Fuhe Temple, Overlooking
the Distance from Yuanshan, Shimen Melody, Boating
under the Moonlight at Wang Creek, Evening Tide at

秀朗橋站
Xiulang Bridge

Yonghe and Sweet Spring of Tanqian. Passing cyclists
under the bridge can now have more historical
scenery to enjoy.
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Shisizhang Station is connected to the MRT depot
with vast neighboring land and is close to riverside.
The most distinctive feature of Shisizhang Station is

十四張站
Shisizhang

the Happy Glistening Rainbow Tracks that run across
Xindian River, a creation that incorporates colors into
the public art in MRT.

This MRT Joint Development Building is a
meticulously structured green building where the
Circular Line connects with the Songshan-Xindian
Line. If you walk alongside the Jingmei River, you will
find Liu’s Wenjitang, where the traditional

大坪林站
Dapinglin

architectural characteristics have been preserved,
contrasting with the modern building you have just
exited.
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